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The existence of periodic solutions are studied for certain differential inclusions.
Applications are given to ordinary differential equations with multivalued pertur-
bations embodying also dry friction problems. Singularly perturbed differential
inclusions are investigated as well.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Dry friction forces acting on a moving particle due to its contact with
walls have in certain situations the form +(x)(g0(x* )+sgn x* ), where x is
displacement from rest, x* is velocity, + and g0 are non-negative bounded
continuous, and sgn r=r |r| for r # R"[0], see [5, 9]. When there are also
viscous damping, restoring, and external forces, the following equation is
studied
x +h(x, x* )++1(x) sgn x* =+2(x) (t), (1.1)
where g, +1 , +2 and  are continuous. We shall assume that +1 , +2 are
small constants and  is periodic. If there was a smooth small perturbation
in (1.1), then by using a method developed in dynamical systems (see 8),
it would be possible to show chaos for certain such ordinary differential
equations. In particular, they would have an infinitely number of subhar-
monics. The purpose of this paper is to show that even in multivalued per-
turbations there are still infinitely many subharmonics. Periodic solutions
to dry friction problems are also investigated in [24].
By introducing the multivalued mapping
Sgn r={sgn r[&1, 1]
for r{0,
for r=0,
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(1.1) is rewritten as
x +h(x, x* )&+2 (t) # &+1 Sgn x* .
To deal with much more general equations like (1.1), in Section 3, we
consider differential inclusions which take the form
x* (t) # f (x(t))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (x(t), +, t) a.e. on R (1.2)
with x # Rn, + # Rk, +=(+1 , ..., +k). We mean by a solution of any differen-
tial inclusion in this paper a function which is absolute continuous and
satisfying that differential inclusion almost everywhere.
We put
q(x, +, t)# :
k
i=1
+i fi (x, +, t)
and make the following assumptions about (1.2):
(i) f : Rn  Rn is C2 and fi : Rn_Rk_R  2R
n "<, i=1, ..., k are
upper-semicontinuous [2, 11] with compact and convex values.
(ii) f (0)=0 and the eigenvalues of Df (0) lie off the imaginary axis.
(iii) The unperturbed equation has a homoclinic solution. That is,
there exists a differentiable function t  #(t) such that limt  + #(t)=
limt  & #(t)=0 and #* (t)= f (#(t)).
(iv) q(x, +, t+2)=q(x, +, t) for t # R.
Under the above assumptions, we find conditions ensuring the existence
of infinitely many subharmonics of (1.2).
In Section 4, the method used is directly applied to extend results of [6]
for singularly perturbed differential inclusions of the form
=x* (t) # f (x(t))+=h(x(t), =, t) a.e. on R, ={0 (1.3)
as well as the modification of (1.3) given by
=x* (t) # f (x(t))+=2h(x(t), =, t) a.e. on R, =>0 , (1.4)
where = # R is small, f has the above properties, and h Rn_R_R  2Rn "<
is 2-periodic in t as well as upper-semicontinuous with compact convex
values. We show the existence of 2m-periodic solutions of (1.3), (1.4)
for any m # N and = sufficiently small provided f, h satisfy additional
conditions.
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The autonomous differential inclusion (1.2) is considered in Section 5
with k2. Section 6 is devoted to applications for second-order differential
equations with dry friction perturbations; at the end, a piecewise linearly
perturbed problem is considered also. In Section 7, we show that a sub-
sequence of found periodic solutions of any proved theorem in the former
sections accumulates on a bounded solution on R which is near to the
homoclinic solution #.
Proofs of results of this paper are based on [2, 6, 11, 12]. So we use a
method of LyapunovSchmidt decomposition, which is developed in
Section 2 with the help of [6], together with a theory of generalized Leray
Schauder degree for multivalued mappings (see [2, p. 181; 11, p. 21; and
12, p. 962]).
Finally let us note that equations of the type (1.1) also appear in electri-
cal engineering (see [1, Chap. III]).
2. THE VARIATIONAL EQUATION
We begin by considering the unperturbed equation
x* = f (x). (2.1)
Results of this section are modifications of a similar one in [6]. For (2.1)
we adopt the standard notation Ws, W u for the stable and unstable
manifolds, respectively, of the origin and ds=dim (W s), du=dim (Wu).
Since x=0 is a hyperbolic equilibrium, # must approach the origin along
Ws as t  + and along Wu as t  &. Thus, # lies on Ws & Wu.
By the variational equation along # we mean the linear differential
equation
u* (t)=Df (#(t)) u(t). (2.2)
Now we need some results of [6] and [7].
Lemma 2.1. Let t  A(t) be a matrix valued function continuous on
[0, ) and suppose there exists a constant matrix A0 with Jordan form J
and a scalar a>0 such that supt0 |A(t)&A0| eat<. Then there exists a
fundamental solution X to the differential equation x* =A(t)x such that
limt   X(t) e&tJ=C for some constant matrix C.
Theorem 2.2. Let ds=dim(W s), du=dim(Wu) for (2.1) and let Is , Iu
denote the identity matrices of order ds , du respectively. There exists a
fundamental solution U for (2.2) along with a non-singular matrix C,
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constants M>0, K0>0 and four projections Pss , Psu , Pus , Puu such that
Pss+Psu+Pus+Puu=I and that the following hold:
(i) |U(t)(Pss+Pus) U(s)&1|K0 e2M(s&t) for 0st,
(ii) |U(t)(Psu+Puu) U(s)&1|K0 e2M(t&s) for 0ts,
(iii) |U(t)(Pss+Psu) U(s)&1|K0 e2M(t&s) for ts0 ,
(iv) |U(t)(Pus+Puu) U(s)&1|K0 e2M(s&t) for st0 ,
(v) lim
t  +
U(t)(Pss+Pus) U(t)&1=C \Is0
0
0+ C&1,
(vi) lim
t  +
U(t)(Psu+Puu) U(t)&1=C \00
0
Iu+ C&1,
(vii) lim
t  &
U(t)(Pss+Psu) U(t)&1=C \00
0
Iu+ C&1,
(viii) lim
t  &
U(t)(Pus+Puu) U(t)&1=C \Is0
0
0+ C&1.
Also, there exists an integer d with rank Pss=rank Puu=d.
In the language of dichotomies [10] we see that Theorem 2.2 provides
a two-sided exponential dichotomy. For t  & an exponential
dichotomy is given by the fundamental solution U and the projection
Pus+Puu while for t  + such is given by U and Pss+Pus .
Let uj denote column j of U and assume these are numbered so that
Id 0d 0 0d 0d 0
Puu=\0d 0d 0+ , Pss=\0d Id 0+ .0 0 0 0 0 0
Here, Id denotes the d_d identity matrix and 0d denotes the d_d zero
matrix.
For each i=1, ..., n we define u=i (t) by (u
=
i (t), uj (t)) =$ij . The vectors
u=i can be computed from the formula U
=t=U&1 where U= denotes
the matrix with u=j as column j. Differentiating UU
=t=I we obtain
U4 U=t+UU4 =t=0 so that U4 ==&(U &1U4 U =t)t=&Df (#)tU =. Thus, U= is
the adjoint of U.
The function #* is always a solution to the variational equation (2.2). If
#* appears as a column of U we shall assume u2d=#* . In general we shall
always assume (u=2d , #* ){0.
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Fix m # N and define the following Banach spaces:
Zm=C([&m, m], Rn),
Z pm=[z # Zm : z(&m)=z(m)],
Ym=L([&m, m], Rn)
We take as norm & } &m , the supremum for Zm , respectively | } | m , the usual
L norm for Ym .
Integration of the inequalities in Theorem 2.2 yields the following result.
Theorem 2.3. Let U be the solution to (2.2) along with the projections
Pss , Psu , Pus , Puu as in Theorem 2.2. Then there exists a constant A>0 such
that for any m>0 and any z # Ym the following hold:
(i) |
t
0
|U(t)(Pss+Pus) U(s)&1 z(s)| dsA |z| m for t # [0, m],
(ii) |
m
t
|U(t)(Psu+Puu) U(s)&1 z(s)| dsA |z| m for t # [0, m],
(iii) |
0
t
|U(t)(Pss+Psu) U(s)&1 z(s)| dsA |z| m for t # [&m, 0],
(iv) |
t
&m
|U(t)(Pus+Puu) U(s)&1 z(s)| dsA |z|m for t # [&m, 0]
Now we consider the non-homogeneous linear equation
z* =Df (#)z+h, (2.3)
and we prove a Fredholm-like alternative result for (2.3).
Theorem 2.4. Let U, Pss , Psu , Pus , Puu be as in Theorem 2.2. There exist
m0>0, A>0, B>0 such that for every m>m0 , m # N there exists a linear
function Lm : Ym  Rn with &Puu Lm&Ae&2Mm and with the property that
if h # Ym satisfies
|
m
&m
Puu U(t)&1 h(t) dt+Puu Lm h=0
then (2.3) has a unique solution in z # Zpm satisfying Pss U(0)
&1 z(0)=0 and
&z&mB |h|m . Moreover, this solution z depends linearly on h.
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Proof. Given h # Ym we use variation of constants to construct the
following two solutions to (2.3):
z1(t)=U(t) Psu !1+U(t)(Pus+Puu) U(&m)&1 .1
+U(t) |
t
0
(Pss+Psu) U(s)&1 h(s) ds
+U(t) |
t
&m
(Pus+Puu) U(s)&1 h(s) ds
z2(t)=U(t) Pus !2+U(t)(Psu+Puu) U(m)&1 .2
+U(t) |
t
0
(Pss+Pus) U(s)&1 h(s) ds
&U(t) |
m
t
(Psu+Puu) U(s)&1 h(s) ds
Here !1 , !2 , .1 , .2 are arbitrary. Each of these represents the general
solution to (2.3) satisfying PssU(0)&1 z(0)=0. We consider z1(t) for
t # [&m, 0] and z2(t) for t # [0, m]. We seek to join these solutions at t=0
and obtain a single solution in Zpm .
The condition z1(0)&z2(0)=0 decomposes into the three equations:
Psu !1&Psu U(m)&1 .2+|
m
0
Psu U(s)&1 h(s) ds=0, (2.4a)
Pus U(&m)&1 .1+|
0
&m
Pus U(s)&1 h(s) ds&Pus !2=0, (2.4b)
Puu U(&m)&1 .1&Puu U(m)&1 .2+|
m
&m
Puu U(s)&1 h(s) ds=0. (2.4c)
We can solve (2.4a), (2.4b) for !1 , !2 respectively. If we write out the
equation z1(&m)&z2(m)=0, substitute the formulas for !1 , !2, and
rearrange terms we get the equation
_\Is0
0
0++R1(m)& C&1.1
+_&\00
0
Iu++R2(m)& C&1.2=9(m, h), (2.5)
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where the matrix C is taken from Theorem 2.2 and
R1(m)=C&1 _U(&m)(Pus+Puu) U(&m) &1&C \Is0
0
0+ C&1
&U(m) Pus U(&m)&1& C,
R2(m)=C&1 _&U(m)(Psu+Puu) U(m)&1+C \00
0
In+ C&1
+U(&m) Psu U(m)&1& C,
C9(m, h)=U(&m) |
0
&m
(Pss+Psu) U(s)&1 h(s) ds
+U(m) |
m
0
(Pss+Pus) U(s)&1 h(s) ds
+U(&m) |
m
0
PsuU(s)&1 h(s) ds+U(m) |
0
&m
PusU(s)&1 h(s) ds.
Using Theorem 2.2 we see that each |Ri (m)|  0 as m   and from
Theorem 2.3 we get |9(m, h)|=|h|m O(1). If we write
C&1.1=_u10 & , C&1.2=&_
0
u2& , u=_
u1
u2& ,
where u1 , u2 are of order ds , du respectively, (2.5) becomes
_I+R1(m) \Is0
0
0+&R2(m) \
0
0
0
Iu+&u=9(m, h).
There exists m0>0 so that the coefficient matrix of u in the preceding
equation is invertible whenever mm0 . In this case the equation can be
solved for u which leads to functions .i (m, h) such that |.i |=|h|m O(1).
The remaining condition that the solutions z1 and z2 agree at t=0 is
(2.4c). This takes the form
|
m
&m
Puu U(s)&1 h(s) ds+Puu Lm h=0,
where
Lm h=U(&m)&1 .1(m, h)&U(m)&1 .2(m, h).
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It follows from the properties of the .i s and Theorem 2.2 that
&Puu Lm h&=|h|m O(e&2Mm). K
Using the preceding result we define a closed linear subspace Y m/Ym by
Y m={z # Ym : |
m
&m
Puu U(t)&1 z(t) dt+Puu Lm z=0= .
We can define a variation of constants map Km : Y m  Zm by taking
Km (h) to be the solution in Z pm to (2.3) from Theorem 2.4 satisfying
Pss U(0)&1 Km(h)(0)=0. Furthermore, the norm &Km& is uniformly
bounded with respect to m. According to (2.3), we have moreover that Km
maps any bounded subset of Y m into a bounded one of the Banach space
W1, 2([&m, m], Rn) which is compactly embedded into Zm . Hence Km is
a compact linear operator.
3. REGULAR PERIODIC PERTURBATIONS
Our objective is to find periodic solutions to (1.2). We shall think of the
homoclinic solution # as a periodic solution of infinite period and seek
periodic solutions of very large period which in some sense are near #.
By hypothesis the multivalued mappings fj in (1.2) are all periodic of
period 2 so the multivalued vector field in (1.2) has period 2m. We shall
look for solutions to (1.2) of period 2m for m=1, 2, ... . In other words, we
look for solutions to (1.2) in Z pm .
We define the function b : Rd&1_(0, )  Rn by
b(;, r)=#(&r)&#(r)+ :
d&1
i=1
;i (ui+d (&r)&ui+d (r)),
where ;=(;1 , ..., ;d&1). Note that
|b(;, r)|=O(e&Mr) uniformly with respect to
; from any bounded subset of Rd&1. (3.1)
In (1.2) we now make the change of variable
x(t+:)=#(t)+s2z(t)+ :
d&1
i=1
s;i ui+d (t)+
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S) t,
where 1>s>0, :, ;i # R, m # Z+=N _ [0], S=[1s] and [s~ ] is the
integer part of s~ . The function b is constructed so that if z # Zpm+S then
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x # Z pm+S . We have introduced a phase shift of : between the homoclinic
solution # and the periodic solution x. The idea is to make the above
change of variable in (1.2) and then seek bounded solutions for z.
The differential inclusion for z is
z* (t)&Df (#(t)) z(t) # gm, s (z(t), :, ;, +, t) a.e. on [&m&S, m+S],
where
gm, s(x, :, ;, +, t)
={v # Rn : v # 1s2 { f \s2x+#(t)+s :
d&1
i=1
;i ui+d (t)
+
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S) t+
&f (#(t))&s :
d&1
i=1
;i u* i+d (t)&
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S)&Df (#(t)) s2x=
+ :
k
j=1
+j fj \s2x+#(t)+s :
d&1
i=1
;i ui+d (t)
+
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S) t, s2+, t+:+= .
It is clear that gm, s Rn_R_Rd&1_Rk_R  2R
n "< is upper-semicon-
tinuous with compact and convex values.
Using gm, s we define a multivalued mapping
Gm, s : Zm+S_R_Rd&1_Rk  2Ym+S
by the formula
Gm, s(z, :, ;, +)
=[h # Ym+S : h(t) # gm, s (z(t), :, ;, +, t) a.e. on [&m&S, m+S]],
so the multivalued equation for z can be written
z* &Df (#)z # Gm, s(z, :, ;, +). (3.2)
According to [2, p. 29, Problem 10; 11, p. 17, Propositions 3.33.4], each
of these sets Gm, s (z, :, ;, +) is non-empty. Moreover, these sets
Gm, s (z, :, ;, +) are all closed, convex and bounded in Ym+S . Hence they
are all weakly compact in Ym+S (see [13]) by the L2 norm.
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It is clear that Gm, s is single valued provided that +=0 and it is also
straightforward to verify the following property of Gm, s :
lim
s  0+
Gm, s (z, :, ;, 0)= 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#)(ui+d , uj+d)
uniformly with respect to z, ; bounded
and : # R, m # Z+ arbitrary. (3.3)
To use variation of constants for (3.2), we need the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Let U, d be as in Theorem 2.2 and let Lm be as in Theorem 2.4.
There exists m0>0 and for each m>m0 , m # N a projection 6m : Ym  Ym
such that
(i) &6m&<A for some A>0 and all m>m0 ,
(ii) 6m z=0 if and only if m&m Puu U(t)
&1 z(t) dt+Puu Lm z=0. Con-
sequently, Im(I&6m)=Y m .
Proof. Let uj denote column j of U and let , : R  R be a smooth
positive function such that & ,(t) dt=2 and supt |,(t) uj (t)|<A
for all j and some A >0. Choose m0>0 so that m&m ,(t) dt1 when
m>m0 and then define ,m (t)=,(t)m&m ,(t) dt. Note that we have
m&m ,m (t) dt=1 and supt |,m(t) uj (t)|A when m>m0 .
Now define a d_d matrix A(m)=[aij (m)] by
aij (m)=[Lm (,m uj)] i , 1id , 1 jd.
We have |aij (m)|=O(e&2Mm).
Given z # Ym we define p(z) # Rd as
pi (z)=|
m
&m
(u=i (t), z(t)) dt+(Lm z) i , 1id.
So that
|
m
&m
Puu U(t)&1 z(t) dt+Puu Lm z=( p1(z), ..., pd (z), 0, ..., 0).
Now consider the equation
[I+A(m)]:=p(z) .
By increasing m0 if necessary we can assume &A(m)&12 for m>m0 so
then I+A(m) is invertible and we can write :=[I+A(m)]&1 p(z).
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Let : # Rn denote (:1 , ..., :d , 0, ..., 0) and define
(6m z)(t)=,m (t) U(t) Puu : .
It is straight-forward to verify that 6m has the required properties. K
First of all, we take the homotopy
Gm, s, * (z, :, ;, +)
=[h # Ym+S : h(t) # gm, s, * (z(t), :, ;, +, t) a.e. on [&m&S, m+S]],
* # [0, 1],
where
gm, s, * (x, :, ;, +, t)
={v # Rn : v # *s2 { f \s2x+#(t)+s :
d&1
i=1
;i ui+d (t)
+
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S) t+
& f (#(t))&s :
d&1
i=1
;i u* i+d (t)&
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S)&Df (#(t)) s2x=
+* :
k
j=1
+j fj \s2x+#(t)+s :
d&1
i=1
;i ui+d (t)
+
1
2(m+S)
b(s;, m+S) t, s2+, t+:+
+
1&*
2
:
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+ j (t))
+(1&*) :
k
j=1
+j fj (#(t), 0, t+:)= .
Now we decompose and put (3.2) in the homotopy in the following way
0 # (z&Fm, s, * (z, :, ;, +), Bm, s, * (z, :, ;, +)), * # [0, 1], (3.4)
where
(Fm, s, * (z, :, ;, +), Bm, s, * (z, :, ;, +))
=[(Km+S (I&6m+S)h, Lm+S h) : h # Gm, s, * (z, :, ;, +)],
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and
Lm+S v=|
m+S
&m&S
Puu U(t)&1 v(t) dt+Puu Lm+S v.
To solve (3.4), we introduce the new homotopy
0 # (z&*Fm, s, * (z, :, ;, +), Bm, s, * (z, :, ;, +)), * # [0, 1]. (3.5)
Since &Puu Lm+S&=O(e&2M(m+S)), we consider the decomposition and
homotopy
(Bm1, s, *+*Bm2, s, *)(z, :, ;, +), * # [0, 1],
where
(Bm1, s, *+*Bm2, s, *)(z, :, ;, +)
=[Lm1, s h+*Lm2, s h : h # Gm, s, * (z, :, ;, +)],
and
Lm1, s v=|
m+S
&m&S
Puu U(t)&1 v(t) dt, Lm2, s v=Puu Lm+S v.
Summarizing we obtain that the solvability of (3.43.5) can be replaced by
the solvability of the following multivalued equation
0 # Hm, s (z, :, ;, +, *)
{Hm, s (z, :, ;, +, *) (3.6)=(z&*Fm, s, * (z, :, ;, +), (Bm1, s, *+*Bm2, s, *)(z, :, ;, +)),
when Hm, s is considered as a multivalued mapping
Hm, s : Zm+S_R_Rd&1_Rk_[0, 1]  2Zm+S_R
d "<,
while 1>s>0 is sufficiently small and fixed, and * # [0, 1] is a homotopy
parameter.
It is again clear that the multivalued mapping
gm, s, } : [0, 1]_Rn_R_Rd&1_Rk_R  2R
n"<
is upper-semicontinuous with compact and convex values. Furthermore,
ranges of Hm, s are bounded provided that z, ;, + are bounded, s>0 is
small fixed and m # Z+ , : # R, * # [0, 1] are arbitrary.
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By using standard arguments (see [2, Remarks 5.5.1; 11, p. 18, Proposi-
tion 3.6; 12, Proposition 1.7]), the mapping Hm, s is upper-semicontinuous
with compact convex values and maps bounded sets into relatively com-
pact ones. Hence topological degree methods like in [2, p. 154; 11, p. 20]
can be applied to (3.6).
As in (3.3), we obtain
lim
s  0+
Gm, s, * (z, :, ;, 0)= 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#)(ui+d , uj+d) (3.7)
uniformly with respect to z, ; bounded and : # R, m # Z+ , * # [0, 1]
arbitrary. Moreover, by Theorem 2.4 and the properties (ii) and (iv) of
Theorem 2.2, we have
lim
s  0+
Lm1, s v=|

&
Puu U(t)&1 v(t) dt , lim
s  0+
Lm2, s v=0 (3.8)
uniformly with respect to v bounded and m # Z+ arbitrary. For this reason,
we introduce a multivalued mapping
M+ : Rd  2R
d "<, M+=(M+1 , ..., M+d)
M+l (:, ;)={|

&
(h(s), u=l (s)) ds : h # L2, loc(R, R
n) satisfying a.e. on R
h(t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+ j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+j fj (#(t), 0, t+:)+= . (3.9)
The mapping M+ is again upper-semicontinuous with compact convex
values and maps bounded sets into bounded ones. The boundedness is
clear, so we show the uppersemicontinuity. Let
+p  +0 , (:p , ;p)  (:0 , ;0), p # N, hp # L2, loc(R, Rn)
hp (t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;pi ;pj D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+pj fj (#(t), 0, t+:p)+ a.e. on R ,
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and
|

&
(hp(s), u=i (s)) ds  M 0i # R, \i=1, 2, ..., d.
Since supp # N |hp|<, where | } | is the norm on the Banach space
L(R, Rn), we can assume, by using the Cantor diagonal procedure and
by passing to the subsequence of the original one, that there is an
h0 # L2, loc(R, Rn) satisfying
[hp]1 tends weakly to h0 in any Yl , l # N by the L2 norm.
Then by applying the standard arguments (see the proof of [12, Proposi-
tion 1.4]) as well as (3.8), we obtain
h0(t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;0i ;0j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+0 j fj (#(t), 0, t+:0)+ a.e. on R,
and
|

&
(h0(s), u=i (s)) ds=M 0i , \i=1, 2, ..., d.
The upper-semicontinuity of M+ is proved by [2, Proposition 1.2.(b)].
Let Sk &1=[b # Rk : |b|=1] be the (k &1)-dimensional sphere. Now we
are ready to prove the main theorems of this section.
Theorem 3.2. Let d>1. If there is a non-empty open bounded set
B/Rd and +0 # Sk&1 such that
(i) 0  M+0(B),
(ii) deg(M+0 , B, 0){0,
where deg is the topological degree in the sense of [2, pp. 154155]; 11,
p. 20]. Then there is a constant K>0 and a wedge-shaped region in Rk for
+ of the form
R=[s2+~ : s>0, respectively +~ , is from an open small connected
neighborhood U1 , respectively U2/S k&1,
of 0 # R, respectively of +0]
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such that for any + # R of the form +=s2+~ , 0<s # U1 , +~ # U2 , the differen-
tial inclusion (1.2) possesses a subharmonic solution xm of period 2m for any
m # N, m[1s] satisfying, according to the change of variable below (3.1),
sup
&mtm
|xm (t)&#(t&:m)|Ks,
where :m # R and |:m|K.
Proof. We need the following results.
Claim A. The above condition (i) implies for any A>0 the existence of
constants $>0, 1>s0>0 such that
|Bm1, s, * (z, :, ;, +)|$
for any 0<s<s0 , m # Z+ , * # [0, 1], &z&m+SA, (:, ;) # B, |+&+0 |$.
Proof of Claim A. Assume the contrary. So there is an A>0 and
sp  0, mp # Z+ , *p  *0 , &zp&mp+SpA, p # N
+p  +0 , B % (:p , ;p)  (:0 , ;0) # B, hp # Gmp, sp, *p(zp , :p , ;p , +p)
such that
Lmp1, sp hp  0 as p  .
Since supp # N |hp |, mp+Sp<, where | } | , m , m # N is the norm on the
Banach space L([&m, m], Rn), we can assume, by using the Cantor
diagonal procedure, that there is an h0 # L2, loc(R, Rn) satisfying
[hp]1 tends weakly to h0 in any Yl , l # N by the L2 norm.
Then by applying the standard arguments (see the proof of [12, Proposi-
tion 1.4]) as well as (3.7), (3.8), we obtain
h0(t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;0i ;0j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+0j fj (#(t), 0, t+:0)+ a.e. on R,
and
|

&
Puu U(t)&1 h0(t) dt=0.
This contradicts to (i) of this theorem. K
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Claim B. There are open small connected neighborhoods U 1/R,
U2/S k&1 of 0, respectively of +0 , and a constant K1>0 such that
0  Hm, s (0, +, *)
for any 0<s # U 1 , + # U2 , * # [0, 1], m # Z+ , where
0=[(z, :, ;) # Zm+S_Rd : &z&m+S<K1 , (:, ;) # B].
Proof of Claim B. By applying Claim A, the result follows from the
construction of Hm, s . K
By Claim B for any 0<s # U 1 , + # U2 , m # Z+ , we obtain
deg(Hm, s( } , +, 1), 0, 0)=deg(Hm, s( } , +0 , 0), 0, 0)
We note that
Hm, s (z, :, ;, +0 , 0)
=\z, {Lm1, s h : h # Ym+S satisfying a.e. on [&m&S, m+S]
h(t)+\ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+ j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+0j fj (#(t), 0, t+:)+=+ .
By taking the upper-semicontinuous homotopy
{*Lm1, s h+(1&*) |

&
Puu U(t)&1 h(t) dt :
h # L2, loc(R, Rn) satisfying a.e. on R
h(t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+ j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+0j fj (#(t), 0, t+:)+= ,
and using (3.8) as well as Claim A, when s0 is shrunk if necessary, we arrive
at
deg(Hm, s ( } , +0 , 0), 0, 0)=deg(M+0 , B, 0){0 .
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Hence (3.6) has a solution in 0 for any 0<s # U1 , + # U2 , m # Z+ and
*=1, where U1=U 1 & [s # R : |s|<s0]. This solution gives a solution of
(3.2) according to the definition of (3.6). K
Now we study the case d=1. Then M+ has the form
M+ : R  2R "<
M+ (:)={|

&
(h(s), u=1 (s)) ds : h # L2, loc(R, R); (3.10)
h(t) # :
k
j=1
+j fj (#(t), 0, t+:) a.e. on R= .
Theorem 3.3. Let d=1. If there are constants a<b and +0 # Sk&1 such
that
M+0(a) contains only positive (respectively negative) num-
bers and M+0(b) contains only negative (respectively
positive) ones,
then there is a constant K>0 and a wedge-shaped region in Rk for + of the
form
R=[\s2+~ : s>0, respectively +~ , is from an open small connected
neighborhood U1 , respectively U2/Sk&1, of 0 # R, respectively of +0]
such that for any + # R of the form +=\s2+~ , 0<s # U1 , +~ # U2 , the dif-
ferential inclusion (1.2) possesses a subharmonic solution xm of period 2m for
any m # N, m[1s] satisfying, according to the change of variable below
(3.1),
sup
&mtm
|xm (t)&#(t&:m)|Ks2,
where :m # R and |:m|K.
Proof. We apply Theorem 3.2 with B=(a, b) by considering both M+0
and M&+0 . The assumption (i) of Theorem 3.2 is clearly satisfied. To prove
(ii), it is enough to consider the case (the remaining one is similar) that
M+0(a) contains positive and M+0(b) negative numbers, and then to take
the homotopy
*M+0(:)+(1&*) \a+b2 &:+ .
The proof now follows directly from Theorem 3.2. K
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Remark 3.4. The restriction |+0 |=1 is not essential, since M+ in both
(3.9), (3.10) is homogeneous with respect to the variables ; and +.
Remark 3.5. The case d=1, k=1 is studied in 10 when f1 is C 2-smooth
in all variables. Then +0=1, M1 # C1(R, R) and the existence of a simple
root of M1(:)=0 implies, according to 10, chaos for such systems. In par-
ticular, they have subharmonic solutions of all large periods. This fact is
mentioned in Introduction. What we want to point out here is that the
existence of a simple root :0 of M1(:)=0 gives a small $>0 such that
a=:0&$, b=:0+$ satisfy the assumption of Theorem 3.3. Consequently,
Theorem 3.3 is an extension of results in 10 concerning subharmonics to
the multivalued case (1.2).
4. SINGULAR PERIODIC PERTURBATIONS
In the first part of this section, we shall look for solutions to (1.3) of
period 2m, m=1, 2, ... . This problem is equivalent to finding (2m=)-peri-
odic solutions of the differential inclusion
x* (t) # f (x(t))\=h(x(t), \=, \=t) a.e. on R, =>0. (4.1)
Now we can apply the procedure of Section 3 to (4.1) with the following
exchanges
m W
m
=2
, S W 0, m # N is arbitrary.
So we make in (4.1) the change of variables
x \t\ :=2+=#(t)+=2z(t)+ :
d&1
i=1
=;i ui+d (t)+
=2
2m
b \=;, m=2+ t
&
m
=2
t
m
=2
, (4.2)
where 1>=>0, :, ;i # R.
The differential inclusion for z is
z* (t)&Df (#(t))z(t) # gm, = (z(t), :, ;, \, t) a.e. on _&m=2 ,
m
=2& ,
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where
gm, = (x, :, ;, \, t)
={v # Rn : v # 1=2 { f \=2x+#(t)+= :
d&1
i=1
;i ui+d (t)+
=2
2m
b \=;, m=2+ t+
&f (#(t))&= :
d&1
i=1
;i u* i+d (t)&
=2
2m
b \=;, m=2+&Df (#(t)) =2x=
\h \=2x+#(t)+= :
d&1
i=1
;i ui+d (t)+
=2
2m
b \=;, m=2+ t,
\=2, \=2t+:+= .
Consequently, the formulas (3.2)(3.8) can be straightforwardly modified
to (4.1). The multivalued mappings of (3.9), (3.10) possess the forms
M\ : Rd  2R
d"< , M\=(M\1, ..., M\d )
M\l (:, ;)={|

&
( p(s), u=l (s)) ds : p # L2, loc(R, R
n);
p(t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i ;j D2 f (#(t))(ud+i (t),
ud+j (t))\h(#(t), 0, :)+ a.e. on R= , (4.3)
and
M: R  2R"<
(4.4)M(:)={|

&
( p(s), u=1 (s)) ds : p # L2, loc(R, R);
p(t) # h(#(t), 0, :) a.e. on R= .
Then Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 have the following analogies.
Theorem 4.1. Let d>1. If there is a non-empty open bounded set
B/Rd and V # [&, +] such that
(i) 0  M
*
(B),
(ii) deg(M
*
, B, 0){0.
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Then there is a constant K>0 such that for any sufficiently small =>0, the
differential inclusion (4.1) with the sign V possesses a subharmonic solution
xm, = of period 2m= for any m # N satisfying (see (4.2))
sup
&(m=)tm= } xm, =(t)&# \t&
:m, =
= + }K - =,
where :m, = # R and |:m, = |K.
Theorem 4.2. Let d=1. If there are constants a<b such that
M(a) contains only positive (respectively negative) numbers and
M(b) contains only negative (respectively positive) ones,
then there is a constant K>0 such that for any sufficiently small =>0, the
differential inclusion (4.1) with the both signs \ possesses a subharmonic
solution xm, =, \ of period 2m= for any m # N satisfying (see (4.2))
sup
&(m=)tm= } xm, =, \(t)&# \t&
:m, =, \
= + }K=,
where :m, =, \ # R and |:m, =, \ |K.
Finally we study the following differential inclusion equivalent to (1.4) of
the form
x* (t) # f (x(t))+=2h(x(t), =, =t) a.e. on R, =>0. (4.5)
We make in (4.5) the change of variables
x \t+:=+=#(t)+=2z(t)+ :
d&1
i=1
=;i ui+d (t)+
=
2m
b \=;, m= + t
&
m
=
t
m
=
, (4.6)
where 1>=>0, :, ;i # R.
The differential inclusion for z is
z* (t)&Df (#(t)) z(t) # qm, =(z(t), :, ;, t) a.e. on _&m= ,
m
= & ,
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where
qm, =(x, :, ;, t)={v # Rn : v # 1=2 { f \=2x+#(t)+= :
d&1
i=1
;iui+d (t)
+
=
2m
b \=;, m= + t+&f (#(t))&= :
d&1
i=1
;iu* i+d (t)
&
=
2m
b \=;, m= +&Df (#(t)) =2x=+h \=2x+#(t)
+= :
d&1
i=1
;iui+d (t)+
=
2m
b \=;, m= + t, =, =t+:+= .
We see that the procedure for (4.1) can be applied to (4.5). Consequently,
we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.3. If either for d>1, there is a non-empty open bounded set
B/Rd such that
(i) 0  M+(B),
(ii) deg(M+ , B, 0){0,
or for d=1, there are constants a<b such that
M(a) contains only positive (respectively negative) numbers and
M(b) contains only negative (respectively positive) ones.
Then there is a constant K>0 such that for any sufficiently small =>0, the
differential inclusion (4.5) possesses a subharmonic solution xm, = of period
2m= for any m # N satisfying (see (4.6))
sup
&(m=)tm= } xm, =(t)&#\t&
:m, =
= +}K= for d>1 (K=2 for d=1),
where :m, = # R and |:m, = |K.
5. REGULAR AUTONOMOUS PERTURBATIONS
In this section, we study (1.2) when the nonlinearities are independent
of t, i.e.,
x* (t) # f (x(t))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (x(t), +) a.e. on R, (5.1)
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and k2. So (5.1) is autonomous and then a time shifted solution is again
a solution. For this reason, we take :=0 in Section 3. We lose in this way
the variable : in (3.9), (3.10). We know that to solve the problem of exist-
ence of periodic solutions for (5.1) near # is reduced to the solvability of
multivalued equation (3.6) with m # [0, ).
First of all, we divide the sets [1, ..., d&1] and [1, ..., k] into two
complementary subsets [i1 , ..., id1], [id 1+1 , ..., id&1] and [ j1 , ..., jk 1],
[ jk 1+1 , ..., jk] such that d1+k1=d. These subsets may be empty. We put
!=(;i1 , ..., ;id 1 , +j1 , ..., +jk 1) # R
d
{=(+j1 , ..., +jk 1) # R
k1
\=(+jk 1+1 , ..., +jk) # R
k&k 1
%=(;id 1+1 , ..., ;id&1 , +j k 1+1 , ..., +j k) # R
k&1.
The projections %  \, !  { are denoted by P1 , P2 , respectively, so
\=P1%, {=P2 !.
Now we consider, instead of (3.9), (3.10), the following multivalued
mapping
M% : Rd  2R
d "< , M%=(M%1 , ..., M%d)
(5.2)M%l (!)={|

&
(h(s), u=l (s)) ds : h # L2, loc(R, R
n);
h(t) # \ 12 :
d&1
i, j=1
;i;jD2f (#(t))(ud+i (t), ud+j (t))
+ :
k
j=1
+j fj (#(t), 0)+ a.e. on R= .
Theorem 5.1. Let k>k1 . Assume the existence of a nonempty open
bounded set B/Rd and %0 # Rk&1 such that
(i) 0  M% 0 (B),
(ii) deg(M%0 , B, 0){0.
Then there is a constant K>0, an open bounded neighborhood U3 of
(I&P1) %0 # Rd&1&d 1 and an open bounded region in Rk&k1 for \ of the form
R=[s2\~ : s>0, respectively \~ , is from an open small
connected neighborhood U1 , respectively U2 , of 0 # R, respectively of
\0=P1 %0 # Rk&k 1]
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such that for any \ # R of the form \=s2\~ , 0<s # U1 , \~ # U2 , and any
T[1s], there is a (d&1&d1)-parametric family {(T, \, p) # P2(B), p # U3
such that the differential inclusion (5.1) with +=+p=(s2{(T, \, p) , \), p # U3
possesses a T-periodic solution xT, p satisfying, according to the change of
variable below (3.1),
sup
&TtT
|xT, p(t)&#(t)|Ks for d>1, (Ks2 for d=1).
If d=d1+1 then U3 is omitted.
Proof. The proof is the same as for Theorem 3.2. The only difference is
now that (3.6) has to be solved in z and ! # Rd while % # Rk&1 is a
parameter. We note that now :=0 and m # [0, ). Hence we have
0 # Hm, s(z, 0, ;, +, *)=Hm, s(z, !, %, *). (5.3)
As the set 0, we now take
0=[(z, !) # Zm+S_Rd : &z&m+S<K1 , ! # B]
for a constant K1>0. Consequently, (5.3), with *=1, has a solution in 0
for any 0<s # U1 , % # U 2=U3_U2/Rd&1&d1_Rk&k 1 and m # [0, ),
where U1 , respectively U 2 is an open small connected neighborhood of
0 # R, respectively of %0 # Rk&1. On the other hand, the term z( } ) in the
change of variable below (3.1) satisfies for any solution of (5.3), according
to the definition of Hm, s and Theorem 2.4, the relation PssU(0)&1 z(0)=0.
Consequently, solutions are different for different p # U3 . K
Remark 5.2. If \0=0 in Theorem 5.1 then 0 # U2 . Hence we can take
R=[\ # Rk&k1 : |\|<r1]
for r1>0 sufficiently small. Indeed, by expressing any \ # R in the form
\=s2\~ , 0<s # U1 , \~ # U2 , Theorem 5.1 can be applied. Moreover, there is
a s0>0 such that any + # R does possess the previous form with s=s0 and
\~ # U2 . Consequently, (5.1) has in this case a T-periodic solution for any
T[1s0], i.e., the lower bound of the period T is independent of + # R.
If d=1 and (i), (ii) of Theorem 5.1 hold, then M&% 0 satisfies these condi-
tions (i), (ii) with &B. Consequently, we can take for d=1 a symmetric
R with respect to 0 # Rk&k1 in Theorem 5.1.
6. APPLICATIONS TO DRY FRICTION PROBLEMS
First of all, we apply Theorem 3.3 to (1.1) of the form
x +g(x)++1 sgn x* =+2(t), (6.1)
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where +1, 2 # R are small parameters, g # C2(R, R), g(0)=0, g$(0)<0,
 # C1(R, R) and  is periodic. We assume the existence of a homoclinic
solution | of x +g(x)=0 such that limt  \ |(t)=0 and |(0)>0.
Lemma 6.1. There is a unique t0 # R satisfying |* (t0)=0. Consequently,
|* (t)>0, \t<t0 and |* (t)<0, \t>t0 .
Proof. If t0{t1 are such that |* (t0)=|* (t1)=0, then x0(t)=|(2t0&t)
and x1(t)=|(2t1&t) are both solutions of x +g(x)=0 satisfying
x0(t0)=|(t0), x* 0(t0)=|* (t0)
x1(t1)=|(t1), x* 1(t1)=|* (t1).
Hence x0(t)=|(t)=x1(t) and then
|(2(t0&t1)+t)=|(t).
But | can not be periodic. On the other hand, since limt  \ |(t)=0,
there is a t0 such that |* (t0)=0. So there is a unique t0 # R such that
|* (t0)=0. Since |(0)>0, we obtain that |* (t)>0, \t<t0 and |* (t)<0,
\t>t0 . K
Equation (6.1) is rewritten in the form
x* =y
(6.2)
y* =&g(x)&+1 sgn y++2 (t).
In the notations of Section 3, we put
f (x, y)=( y, &g(x)), f1(x, y, +, t)=(0, &Sgn y)
f2(x, y, +, t)=(0, (t)), #=(|, |* ),
where
Sgn r={sgn r[&1, 1]
for r{0,
for r=0.
Since n=2, we have d=1 and
u2=(|* , | ), u=1 =(&| , |* ).
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According to Lemma 6.1, it is clear that the multivalued mapping M+ in
(3.10) is single valued of the form
M+(:)=&+1 \|
t0
&
|* (s) ds&|

t0
|* (s) ds+++2 |

&
|* (s) (s+:) ds
=&2|(t0) +1++2 |

&
|* (s) (s+:) ds.
Since |(0)>0, Lemma 6.1 implies |(t0)>0. By putting
A(:)=|

&
|* (s) (s+:) ds,
we arrive at
M+(:)=A(:) +2&2|(t0) +1.
We note that A is periodic and C1-smooth. Hence there are constants
m M such that m A( } )M . The equations M+(:~ )=0, M$+(:~ ){0, for
some :~ # R, imply
+2{0, m <
2|(t0)+1
+2
<M .
By applying Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6.2. Assume that A has critical points only at maximums
and minimums. Then there is an open, wedge-shaped subset R of
[(+2 , +1): +1, 2 # R, +2{0] with the limits slopes
m
2|(t0)
and
M
2|(t0)
,
on which the equation (6.1) has subharmonic solutions with all sufficiently
large periods.
Proof. For any (+2 , +1) # R2 such that
+21++
2
2=1, +2{0, m <
2|(t0) +1
+2
<M ,
the function M+ has a simple root. Then the assumptions of Theorem 3.3
are satisfied for a small open interval (a, b) containing this simple root. K
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Remark 6.3. (a) Any element (+2 , +1) of R satisfies
|+2 |>
2|(t0)
max[ |M |, |m |]
|+1 |.
Consequently, the driving force term in (6.1) has to be sufficiently large
with respect to the dry friction force for the applicability of Theorem 3.3 to
(6.1).
(b) If |(0)<0 then
M+(:)=2|(t0) +1+A(:) +2 .
To be more concrete, we consider the Duffing-type equation of (6.1) with
g(x)=&x+2x3, (t)=cos t. Hence (6.1) possesses the form
x &x+2x3++1 sgn x* =+2 cos t. (6.3)
Then (see [8]), |(t)=sech t. So we have
A(:)=|

&
sec* h s cos(s+:) ds=? sech
?
2
sin :,
and M =&m =? sech(?2), t0=0, |(t0)=1.
Corollary 6.4. The equation (6.3) has subharmonic solutions with all
sufficiently large periods provided that the parameters +1 , +2 are sufficiently
small satisfying
?
2
sech
?
2
} |+2 |>|+1 |.
The next example is a modification of (6.1)
x +$g(x)+
(t)
- $
x* +’ sgn x* =0, (6.4)
where g # C2(R, R), g(0)=0, g$(0)<0, $>0 is a large parameter,
 # C1(R, (0, )) is periodic and ’ is a constant. We assume the existence
of a homoclinic solution | of x +g(x)=0 such that limt  \ |(t)=0 and
|(0)<0. Then again there is a unique t0 # R satisfying |* (t0)=0. Conse-
quently, |* (t)<0, \t<t0 , |* (t)>0, \t>t0 and |(t0)<0.
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Equation (6.4) is rewritten in the form
=x* =y, ==- 1$
(6.5)
=y* =&g(x)&=2((t) y+’ sgn y).
Hence Theorem 4.3 can be applied for (6.5) to obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.5. If the function
M(:)=2’|(t0)&(:) |

&
|* (s)2 ds
has a simple root, then for any $>0 sufficiently large, (6.4) has subharmonic
solutions of all periods.
Remark 6.6. (a) For the application of Theorem 6.5, it is necessary to
assume
’ # _M |

&
|* (s)2 ds2|(t0), m~ |

&
|* (s)2 ds2|(t0)& ,
where m~ =min , M =max . On the other hand, if  has critical points
only at minimums and maximums, then the condition
’ # \M |

&
|* (s)2 ds2|(t0), m~ |

&
|* (s)2 ds2|(t0)+
is sufficient for the validity of Theorem 6.5.
(b) If ’0 in (6.4) then (6.4) has at most constant subharmonic
solutions. Indeed, if x is a Tperiodic solution of (6.4) with ’0 then
0=|
T
0 \x (s) x* (s)+$g(x(s)) x* (s)+
(s)
- $
x* (s)2+’ |x* (s)|+ ds
|
T
0
(s)
- $
x* (s)2 ds
m~
- $ |
T
0
x* (s)2 ds.
So x is constant.
To be more concrete, we consider again the Duffing-type equation of
(6.4) of the form
x +$(&x+2x3)+
(2+cos t)
- $
x* +’ sgn x* =0. (6.6)
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Hence g(x)=&x+2x3, (t)=2+cos t, |(t)=&sech t, m~ =1, M =3,
t0=0, |(t0)=&1 and
|

&
|* (s)2 ds=|

&
(sec* h s)2 ds=23.
Consequently, Remark 6.6(a) gives the next result.
Corollary 6.7. The equation (6.6) has subharmonic solutions with all
periods provided that $>0 is sufficiently large and ’ # (&1, &13).
Now we apply Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.2 to the following
autonomous version of (6.1)
x +g(x)++1 sgn x* ++2x* =0, (6.7)
where +1, 2 # R are small parameters and g satisfies the properties of either
(6.1) or (6.4).
Theorem 6.8. There is a r1>0 and mappings 61 , 62 : (&r1 , r1)_
(1r1 , )  R such that for any T # (1r1 , ), (6.7) has a T-periodic solu-
tion near | with either for any +2 # (&r1 , r1) and +1=61(+2 , T ) or for any
+1 # (&r1 , r1) and +2=62(+1 , T ). Moreover, limT  , + 2  0 61(+2 , T)=0
and limT  , + 1  0 62(+1 , T )=0.
Proof. In the notations of Theorem 5.1 and above computations, we
have for this case
M% (!)=&2 ||(t0)| +1&+2 |

&
|* (s)2 ds,
where either !=+1 and %=+2 or !=+2 and %=+1 . So we take in
Theorem 5.1
B=(&1, 1), %0=0, d=1, d1=0,
and by Remark 5.2, we obtain the desired mappings 61, 2 . Finally, the
limits limT  , + 2  0 61(+2 , T)=0 and limT  , + 1  0 62(+1 , T )=0 follow
from the fact that the only zero point of M% 0(!)=0 is !=0. K
Remark 6.9. Like in Remark 6.6(b), it is clear that (6.7) with +1+20,
+21++
2
2{0 has at most constant periodic solutions.
Now we deal with the case d=2. Let us consider the equation
x 1+$g(x1)+’1 sgn x* 1=’2x2
(6.8)
x 2+$g(x2)=(t) x1 ,
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where ’1>0, ’2{0 are constants, $>0 is a large parameter,  # C1(R, R)
is periodic and g satisfies the properties of (6.1). The equation (6.8) is
rewritten in the form
=x* 1=y1 , ==- 1$
(6.9)=y* 1=&g(x1)+=
2(&’1 sgn y1+’2x2)
=x* 2=y2
=y* 2=&g(x2)+=2(t)x1 .
In this case, we have
#_=(|, |* , |_ , |* _),
|_(t)=|(t&_), _ # R
u=_1=(&| , |* , 0, 0),
u=_2=(0, 0, &| _ , |* _)
u_3=(|* , | , 0, 0),
u_4=(0, 0, |* _ , | _)
f (x1 , y1 , x2 , y2)=( y1 , &g(x1), y2 , &g(x2))
h(x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , =, t)=(0, &’1 Sgn y1+’2x2 , 0, (t) x1)
M_(:, ;)=\&2’1 |(t0)+’2 B(_)&(:) B(_) + ,
B(_)=|

&
|(t&_) |* (t) dt.
We see that M_ does not depend on ;. For this reason, we replace it by
_ and Theorem 4.3 is still valid with d=2. Indeed, we can incorporate
parameter _ in the differential inclusion above Theorem 4.3 concerning
(4.5). Consequently, it is enough to find a simple zero point of the map
M: \:_+ \
&2’1|(t0)+’2 B(_)
&(:) B(_) + .
Summarizing, we obtain the next result.
Theorem 6.10. If there is a simple root _0 of B(_0)=2’1|(t0)’2 such
that B(_0){0 as well as there is a simple root of (:)=0, then the equation
(6.8) has subharmonic solutions with all periods provided that $>0 is suf-
ficiently large.
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Corollary 6.11. There is a constant K>0 such that if 0<’1 |’2 |<K
and (:)=0 has a simple root, then (6.8) has subharmonic solutions with all
periods provided that $>0 is sufficiently large.
Proof. Since B(0)=0 and B$(0){0, there is a constant K>0 such that
the following problem
B(_0)=2’1 |(t0)’2 , B(_0){0, B$(_0){0
has a solution _0 near 0 provided that 0<’1 |’2 |<K. The proof is finished
by Theorem 6.10. K
To be more concrete, we consider again g(x)=&x+2x3, (t)=cos t,
|(t)=sech t, t0=0, |(t0)=1. Then
B(_)=2
sinh _&_ cosh _
sinh2 _
.
A tedious calculation shows that B has one maximum about 0.6196336 at
_.&1.6061152 and one minimum about &0.6196336 at _.1.6061152.
Moreover, these are the only critical points of B and B(_)=0 if and only
if _=0. Hence we obtain the following result.
Corollary 6.12. The equation
x 1+$(&x1+2x31)+’1 sgn x* 1=’2x2
x 2+$(&x2+2x32)=x1 cos t
has subharmonic solutions with all periods provided that $>0 is sufficiently
large and 0<’1 |’2 |<0.3098167.
Remark 6.13. Of course, other discontinuous perturbations than sgn r
could be considered. For instance, we can take for any ’0, ‘1,
0<}1 the multivalued function Sgn’, ‘, } r defined by
&1 for r<&’,
[&‘, &}] for &’r<0,
Sgn’, ‘, } r={[&‘, ‘] for r=0,[}, ‘] for 0<r’,
1 for r>’.
The term Sgn’, ‘, } x* can be considered as an extension for modelling dry
friction forces. The derivation of mappings (3.10), (4.4) and (5.2) is similar
as above.
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We are motivated for considering Sgn’, ‘, } r by the fact that the smooth
approximation of sgn r given, for instance, by
8(r)=
1
?
(7 arctan 8kr&5 arctan 4kr), k>>1
seems to be physically more relevant than the mathematically convenient
approximation of the form
r 
2
?
arctan kr, k>>1.
The function 8 has two symmetric spikes at r=\- 68k of the values
\
1
? \7 arctan - 6&5 arctan
- 6
2 +.\1.2261344.
Moreover, 8(r) is quickly near 1, respectively &1, when r>0, respectively
r<0, tends off 0.
As an example for Remark 6.13, let us consider the problem
x +g(x)&+2(t) # &+1 Sgn’, ‘, } x* , (6.10)
where +1>0, +2>0 are small parameters, g has the properties of either
(6.1) or (6.4) and  # C(R, R) is periodic. Then, for this case with
’<max ||* |, the multivalued mapping (3.10) has the form
M+(:)=_&+1 \‘ |I’& ||* (t)| dt+|I’+ ||* (t)| dt+++2A(:),
&+1 \} |I’& ||* (t)| dt+|I ’+ ||* (t)| dt+++2 A(:)& ,
where A is the function defined above Theorem 6.2 and
I’& =[t # R: ||* (t)|’], I’+ =[t # R: ||* (t)|>’].
By applying Theorem 3.3, we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 6.14. If ’<max ||* | and
0<M , (m ‘&M }) |
I’&
||* (t)| dt<(M &m ) |
I’+
||* (t)| dt, (6.11)
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where m =min A and M =max A, then (6.10) has subharmonic solutions
with all large periods provided that +1>0, +2>0 are sufficiently small
satisfying
+1
+2
# \max {0, m <\} |I ’& ||* (t)| dt+|I’+ ||* (t)| dt+= ,
M <\‘ |I ’& ||* (t)| dt+|I’+ ||* (t)| dt++ . (6.12)
Proof. We take a<b such that A(a)=m , A(b)=M . Then (6.12)
implies that r1 # M+(a), r2 # M+(b) give r1<0, r2>0. Hence the condition
of Theorem 3.3 is satisfied. K
We note that (6.11) is clearly satisfied provided that m 0 and that
(6.11) is introduced only for the well-posedness of (6.12). The condition
(6.12) is a generalization of Theorem 6.2. To be more concrete, we consider
the problem
x &x+2x3&+2 cos t # &+1 Sgn’, ‘, } x* . (6.13)
Hence g(x) =&x + 2x3, |(t) = sech t, (t) =\cos t. We note
maxt # R |sec4 h t|=12. The equation |sec4 h t|=’ for 12>’0 has the solu-
tions
&&t2, ’<&t1, ’0t1, ’<t2, ’,
when clearly there are strict inequalities for ’>0. Consequently, we have
I’&=(&, &t2, ’] _ [&t1, ’ , t1, ’] _ [t2, ’ , ),
I’+=(&t2, ’ , &t1, ’) _ (t1, ’ , t2, ’),
and
|
I ’&
||* (t)| dt=2(1&sech t1, ’+sech t2, ’),
|
I ’+
||* (t)| dt=2(sech t1, ’&sech t2, ’).
We also know by the results for (6.3) that A(:)=\? sech (?2) sin :;
hence M =&m =? sech ?2. By using these computations and Theorem
6.14, we have the following corollary.
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Corollary 6.15. (6.13), with 12>’0, has subharmonic solutions
with all large periods provided that +1>0, +2{0 are sufficiently small
satisfying
+1
|+2 |
<
?
2
sech
?
2<(‘+(1&‘) sech t1, ’+(‘&1) sech t2, ’),
where 0t1, ’<t2, ’ are the solutions of sech t=&’.
Remark 6.16. The aim of this paper is to deal with multivalued pertur-
bation problems, but our method is clearly applied to piecewise smoothly
perturbed problems. For instance, let us consider the piecewise linearly per-
turbed problem
x &x+2x3++1x* +++2x* &=+3 cos t, (6.14)
where +1, 2, 3 # R are small parameters and z+=max[0, z], z&=min[0, z].
Then we have similarly like for (6.3) that (3.10) possesses for this case the
form
M+(:)=&
+1++2
3
++3 ? sech
?
2
sin :.
Consequently, (6.14) has subharmonic solutions with all large periods
provided that +1, 2, 3 are sufficiently small satisfying
|+1++2 |
|+3 |
<3? sech
?
2
.
7. BOUNDED SOLUTIONS ON R NEAR TO HOMOCLINICS
The purpose of this short section is to show the existence of bounded
solutions on R of (1.2)(1.4) which are near to # and on which periodic
ones, found in the previous sections, accumulate.
Theorem 7.1. The assumptions of Theorem 3.2 imply for any + # R of
the form +=s2+~ , 0<s # U1 , +~ # U2 , where R, U1 , U2 are from Theorem 3.2,
the existence of a solution x+ of (1.2) on R satisfying
sup
t # R
|x+(t)&#(t&:+)|Ks, (7.1)
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where :+ # R, |:+ |K and K is a constant from Theorem 3.2. Moreover, a
subsequence of the subharmonics [xm]m[1s] from Theorem 3.2 accumulates
on x+ .
Proof. Let us fix + # R and let [xm]m[1s] be the sequence of subhar-
monics from Theorem 3.2. Then there is a subsequence [xmj]

j=1 of this
sequence and a function x+ # W 1, 2loc (R, R
n), sup |x+ |< such that for any
p # N we have
[xmj ]

j=1 converges to x+ in Zp .
Moreover, we can assume :mj  :+ # R as j  .
Let t0 # R be such that x* +(t0) exists. Since f is continuous as well as fi ,
i=1, ..., k are upper-semicontinuous with compact values, for any =>0
there are j0 # N and $>0 with the following property for any t, |t&t0 |<$,
jj0 :
f (xmj (t))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (xmj (t), +, t)/K= ,
where
K= {z # Rn : dist \z, f (x+(t0))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (x+(t0), +, t0)+== .
Note that the set K= is compact and convex. Let us choose a y # R"K= .
Then there is a unique ky # K= (see [13]) such that
(k&ky , y&ky) 0, \k # K= . (7.2)
On the other hand, since we can assume
x* m j (t) # f (xmj (t))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (xmj (t), +, t) a.e. on [t: |t&t0 |$]
for any jj0 , by (7.2) we have
2
p |
t 0+(1p)
t0&(1p)
(x* mj (s)&ky , y&ky) ds
=xmj (t0+(1p))&xmj (t0&(1p))2p &ky , y&ky0
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for any p # N satisfying p>1$. Hence by passing to the limit j  , we
arrive at
x+(t0+(1p))&x+(t0&(1p))2p &ky , y&ky0. (7.3)
Since
x+(t0+(1p))&x+(t0&(1p))
2p
=
1
2 
x+(t0+(1p))&x+(t0)
1p
+
x+(t0)&x+(t0&(1p))
1p  ,
by taking the limit p   in (7.3), we obtain
(x* +(t0)&ky , y&ky) 0, \y # Rn "K= .
It is clear that
K= ,
y # R n"K=
[z # Rn : (z&ky , y&ky)0].
Consequently, we have
x* +(t0) # K= . (7.4)
Since (7.4) holds for any =>0 and the set
f (x+(t0))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (x+(t0), +, t0)
is compact, we obtain
x* +(t0) # f (x+(t0))+ :
k
i=1
+i fi (x+(t0), +, t0).
Finally, we note that x* + exist a.e. on R. The estimate (7.1) follows from the
similar one of Theorem 3.2. K
We can analogously find bounded solutions from Theorems 3.3, 4.14.3,
5.1, 6.2, 6.5, 6.8, 6.10 and 6.14. We omit statements of those results since
they are clear modifications of Theorems 3.3, 4.14.3, 5.1, 6.2, 6.5, 6.8, 6.10
and 6.14 like Theorem 7.1 is derived from Theorem 3.2.
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